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For the several sample problem, a vector of estimable parameters is considered. 
For a fixed total sample size, a multistage (sequential) procedure based on 
generalized U-statistics is developed for choosing a partition of this sample 
size into individual sample sizes for which the generalized variance of the 
estimator of the parameter vector is asymptotically minimized. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let (X,, , i 2 1) be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random vectors (iidrv) with a ~(21) -variate distribution function (df)F,(x), 
x E RP, the p-dimensional Euclidean space, for k = I,..., ~(22); all these c 
sequences are assumed to be mutually stochastically independent. Let us denote 

by 
F = (FI ,...,F,)‘, e(F) = (W),..., 4(F))‘, t > 1, (1-l) 
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470 WILLIAMS AND SEN 

where the estimable parameter 0,(F) corresponds to the kernel 

&(Xkj , 1 <j < mki , 1 < k < c) of degree mi = (ml, ,..., mCl)‘, (1.2) 

for i = l,..., t, so that the mki are positive integers, and 

?.?li = mli $ ... + m,, , for 1 ,< i < t. We may assume (without any loss of 
generality) that & is symmetric in Xki , 1 < j < ntkj , for each k( = l,..., c), and 
i=l ,***> t. Also, by a > b (or a ,< b), we mean the coordinatewise inequalities 
ai > b, (or ad < b,), for all i. Then, for n = (nr ,..., n,)’ > mi , the generalized 
U-statistics corresponding to e,(F) is 

Vi(n) = (2.)-l c;“,, +f(x,,j ,j = I,.. 9 mki 5 1 d k d c, (1.4) 
2 

where (3 = Iliz (2) and the summatron x;“,, extends over all possible 
1 < (ykl < ..+ < cukmkt < nk , k = l,..., c, for i = l,..., t. Let then 

U(n) = (ul(n),..., G(n))‘, n>m*, (1.5) 

where m* = (ml* ,..., mC”)‘, mk* = maxl(iQ mki , k = l,..., c. 
Note that U(n), for fixed n, is an unbiased estimator of B(F), and, in fact, for 

a general class of F, it is the minimum concentration ellipsoid unbiased estimator. 
For other properties, we may refer to Section 3.2 of [6], Our interest centers 
around the situation where the total sample size n is given, and we require to 
choose a partition n = (n, ,..., n,) such that Ci=, nk = n and the corresponding 
U(n) is optimal in a certain sense. Let 

r(n) = E([U(n) - WWJ(n) - fWI1’h n>m*. (1.6) 

For t = 1, T(n) is the variance of U,(n), and interpreting optimality by the 
minimum variance criterion, our problem reduces to that of selecting n such 
that var[U&t)] is smallest among all n such that n’l = n. For t > 2, a natural 
extension of the minimum variance criterion is the minimum generalized variance 
criterion, where 

generalized variance of U(n) = det l’(n) = 11 r(n)]]. (1.7) 
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In fact, W&s [9] has advocated the t-th root of the generalized variance as a 
measure of the efficacy of a t-vector of estimators, and we may refer to [6, 
Chap. 61 for details. Thus, our problem is to choose an n, = (n,, ,..., ncO) such 
that Ci=r n,, = 11 and 

I/ r(n& = inf{li r(n)li : n’l = n}. (1.8) 

As will be seen in Section 2, I’(n) involves, apart from n, a set of unknown 
parameters which are all regular functionals of F. Thus, in general, both n, and 
I’(n,) depend on F, and we denote these by n,,(F) and r(n, , F), respectively. 
Hence, we require to find an estimator N = (Nr ,..., NJ of q(F), such that for a 
broad class of df’s, the corresponding U(N) has a generalized asymptotic 
variance “close to” 11 r(n, , F)lj. 

It is shown here that there exists a sequential (multistage) procedure which 
leads to a solution N (stochastic vector), such that & Nk = n and for large 
n, n’l”[v(N) - e(F)] h as asymptotically a multinormal distribution with null 
mean vector and a dispersion matrix I?*, where 

(1.9) 

for a class 9 of c-tuplets of df’s {F}. Since 1) I’* 11 is the asymptotic generalized 
variance of nV21JJ(n) - e(F)], the asymptotic optimality of U(N) follows. 

For t = 1, Yen [IO] considered a two-stage procedure for finding the 
(asymptotically) minimum variance estimator of a regular functional of (F,,...,F,), 
where she estimated r(n) from an initial sample from each distribution. We 
consider here a multistage procedure which, besides including her procedure as a 
particular case, provides scope for updating the estimates of r(n) through the 
successive stages. Whereas Yen considered unbiased estimators of the variance of 
U-statistics, we adopt the structural convergence properties of U-statistics (cf. 
[7]), and thereby consider alternative estimators which are computationally 
simpler but asymptotically equally efficient. Moreover, through the use of some 
recently developed almost sure (a.s.) convergence results on generalized 
U-statistics (viz [8]), we are able to prove our results under regularity conditions 
weaker than those in [IO]. 

In Section 2, we consider the proposed procedure along with the preliminary 
notions. Sections 3 deals with some basic results on U-statistics needed for 
proving the main theorem which is considered in Section 4. Throughout the 
paper, we consider the case of c = 2, while the last section includes a discussion 
of the general case of c 2 2. 
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2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS AND THE PROPOSED PROCEDURE 

For every 0 d d = (4 , ds)’ < mi < (mri , mzi)‘, we define the conditional 
expectation 

#i.d(% >***, Xkdrc, ’ = l, 2, = E{$i(xkl ,..., Xkdk , X&+1 ,..., xk,+,, , k = 1, 2)}, 

for 1 < i < t, and let 

M4 F) = E 
I 

n #~.d(& ,-*., xkd, 9 K = 1, 2)/ - 0,(F) 0,(F), (2.2) 
t=i,j 

for 0 < d < ([min(mri , mli)], [min(m,$ , msi)])l, 1 < i < j < t. We term 
e,(F) as stationary of order zero if &( l,O; F) or &(O, 1; F) > 0, VI < i < t. 
Hence, 0(F) is stationary of order zero if e,(F) is stationary of order zero for 
everyi(=l,..., t). Then, we have (cf. [6, p. 661) 

coWi( Udnll 

for 1 < i < j < t. Whenever, An = n-ln, is bounded away from 0 and 1, and 
n is large, the right-hand side (rhs) of (2.3) reduces to 

n;lqim&j( I, 0; F) + n;lms+&(O, 1; F) + O(~Z-~). (2.4) 

Thus, under the assumption that there exists a Ac,z 0 < X, < $, such that 

F-2 A, = X exists and h E [A, , 1 - As], (2.5) 

S(n) + r,, = ((A-lqim,il,i( 1,O; F) 

+ (1 - 8-l m~imdJ0, 1; F))), as IZ -+ co. (2.6) 

Moreover, it is well known (viz [6, p. 651) that 

-W@[U(n) - VW - 40, r,), as n-co. (2.7) 

Our procedure rests on suitable estimators of cii(l, 0; F) and c&O, 1; F) for 
i,j = 1 ,*-*, t. For this, as in [7], we define for every Y = (q , Q)’ > m*, 
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where the summation xc,. extends over all 1 < aI2 < ... < oInaIi < Q, 
1 <cvar<“‘C012m 2t < vs with alj f r, j = 2,..., %i; 

V~!(O, 1) 

= (;i)-l (gi_:,’ ;f*MXk,, ,i = l,..., mki > k = 1,2; %l = r>, 

(2.9) 

where the summation C:,* extends over all 1 < alI < ..a < aI1n,, < v1 and 
1 < Saa < ..* < aZrnzi < v2 with clzi # r, j = 2 ,..., m2i, 1 < i ,< t. Let then 

&,,(I, 0) = -& F [V$(l, 0) - Ui(Y)][V$.(l, 0) - Uj(V)], (2.10) 
1 7=l 

&j,v(O, 1) = -& 2 [v;ko> 1) - ~,(v)l[V~‘,(O, 1) - Uj(V)I, (2.11) 2 74 

for i, j = l,..., t, and let for n >, v > m*, 

ifn(v) = ((n~lV.l~i~j~ij,v(l, 0) + n;1m2im2$idOl 1))). (2.12) 

For later use, we also define 

f,, = nf’,,(n) = ((h;lml,m,,Sii.n(l, 0) + (1 - A,,)-’ maim&?ii,o(O, 1))). (2.13) 

Theproposedprocedure. We conceive of a set of positive integers {m,,,ml, . . ..m.,*) 
such that m,, 3 maxIGigt maxim,& mki , and 

2m,+ml+m,+~‘~+m,,=n; n* > 1. (2.14) 

When we conceive of a Iarge n, there are two possible situations: (a) we regard n* 
to be a fixed positive integer and allow mg ,..., m,, to be all large, and (b) n* is 
allowed to increase with the increase in n. Case (a) represents the classical 
multistage sampling scheme (as will be explained later on), while case (b) is 
analogous to (group) sequential plan. 

We start with m, observations drawn from each of the two distributions, and 
let 

&(n) = II f&h, mo)ll = n-“2,*(X,), say, (2.15) 

where, by (2.12) Z,*(h,) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree t in (A;‘, 
(1 - A,)-‘) with the coefficients depending on Sif,,,,(l, 0) and Su,,,(O, l), 
1 <i<j<t. Let then fi, (‘) = &(m,) be the value of &(E [0, 11) which 
minimizes &*(A,); the existence of a unique solution (in probability) is proved 
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in Theorem 3.4. In case there are multiple roots, a randomized procedure for 
selecting one of them should be employed. Define then a stochastic vector 
v1 = (ull , u12) by ulz = 2m, + ml - ull and 

mo 9 P < (m, + l)/(2mo + ml), 

[(2mo + ml)%?], (m, + 1) < (2mo + ml)%? < (m, + m,), (2.16) 

mo+m,, P > (m. + md(2mo + 4, 

where [s] denotes the largest integer <s. Let then 

z,(n) = II f.(v)11 = +Z2*&), say, (2.17) 

where again &*(A,) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree t in (A;‘, (1 - A,)-‘). 
Let AL’) = &(v,) be th e value of X,(E [0, 11) which minimizes 2,*(X,). Define 
then a stochastic vector vs = (vsi , uss) by baa = 2m, + m, + m2 - vsr and 

I 

"11 ) Ac2)<(v +1)/(2m,+m,+m) 

v21 = [Pm0 + m, + m,) PI, CC,, + l)‘L Pm0 + m, + m2) P2i (vll + m2), 

vll + m2 , 2’ > (vll + m2)l(2mo + tn, + m,). 
(2.18) 

In an analogous manner, for each j( =2,3,..., II*), define the stochastic variables 
Z,(n) = )I ~,,(v+J/ = ~-~.&*(h,) and the vectors vj , and terminating this 
procedure at the n*-th stage, we define our desired partition of the total sample 
size as 

N= %* = (K,N,), Nk = Vn*k , k = 1,2, (2.19) 

and the corresponding estimator of 8(F) by 

U(N) = U(v,e). (2.20) 

In the asymptotic set-up, we conceive of the cases (a) and (b) as stated earlier, 
and assume that m,,(= m,(n)) increases with n, in such a way that 

2% ma(n) = co and F+i n-lmo(n) = 0 (2.21) 

[If n-lm,(n) -+ b(>O), then for optimal A < b, we may encounter difficulties in 
deriving the properties of our proposed procedure.] The main theorem of the 
paper is the following. 
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THEOREM 1. If e(F) is stationmy of order zero, #& ,..., q$ all have finite fourth 
order moments and (2.21) holds, then as n + CO, 

(i) n-l\ N - n, 1 + Oa.s., P*W 

(ii) 9(rW[v(N) - 0(F)]) + .&(O, r*(F)), (2.23) 

where I x 1 = maxLGjs,( xi (, I’*(F) = lim,-,{rzr(n, , F)>, and n, and I’(% , F) 
are defined in (1.8) and theafter. 

The proof is postponed to Section 4. 

3. STRONG CONVERGENCE OF U-STATISTICS AND DERIVED ESTIMATES 

Consider a (double) sequence {Y(n) = Y(nl , ne), n > I] of nonnegative 
random variables, and a (double} sequence {‘Z’(n), n 2 1) of product u-fields 
where 9?(n) = %Jnl) x V.&z,), n 3 1, gRi(n) is 1 in tl, i = 1, 2, and VI(m) and 
‘ie,(n) are o-fields. Assume that 

(i) E[Y(m, n) 1 ga(n’)] 2 Y(m, 7t’), for all n’ 2 11, m > 1, 

(ii) E[Y(m, fz) 1 UI(m’)] > Y(m’, n), for all 112’ > m, 12 > 1, 

(iii) E[Y2(n)] < co, for every n > 1. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

LEMMA 3.1. For nonnegative {Y(n), n > 1) satisfyiq (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), 

E([sup Y(m)12} < 16EY2(n). (3.4) 
m>n 

Proof. For some arbitrary N(> n), consider the array 

VI , n2) 

( f 

Yh9n2+1> WljN2) 
. 
. 

: 1 

. . = (WJ,),..., WV,)), (3.5) 

YWl~ n2) w% , % + 1) Y(Nl 7 N2) 

where, by (3. l), 

EMA I ~841 2 JO) for n2<j<k<N2, (3.6) 

i.e., (Y(j), V2(j),j Z nz> is a nonnegative reverse semimartingale (in RN1-al), 
and m=,lGk$N1 I WA = I WI is a convex function of Y(j), so that by the 
Doob [3, p. 3171 inequality 

EC’,?&?& I WN2 I %(%)I < 4ECI wb)12 I ~I(41 

= 4E[‘,~~y~~ I Y(k, n2)l>” I ~&Jl. (3.7) 
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Therefore, 

where the last inequality follows by (3.2) and the Doob inequality. Since (3.8) 
holds for every N > n, the proof of the lemma follows by letting iVi --+ CO, 
i = 1,2. Q.E.D. 

Let now A be a t x t positive definite (pd) matrix, and define U(n), B(F) and 
I’(n) as in (1.1)-(1.3), (1.5), and (1.6). 

LEMMA 3.2. If U(n) p assesses second order moments, then for every n > m, 
h > 0, 

P(sup[s~p(~‘A@~/~ ] [‘p(N) - 9(F)]]] > h} < 16h-2 Trace{A-II’(n)}. (3.9) 
Nan Z#O 

Proof. By the Schwarz inequality, 

;;;(z?‘AC)-~‘~ 1 G/v(N) - e(F)]] = ([U(N) - e(F)]’ A-I[U(N) - e(F)])“” 

= Y(N), say. (3.10) 

Then, by (1.6) and (3.10) 

EY2(n) = Trace(A-lI’(n)). (3.11) 

Also, if U,(n) be the o-field generated by the unordered collection {Xkl ,..., X,,} 
and by L,+, , X+,+2 ,..., k = 1,2, n > 1, then by a direct extension of the 
reverse martingale property of one-sample U-statistics (cf. [2]), it follows that 

EW, > N) I ~h;>l = Vn, > +,‘h for all ms < N < n2’, 

mJ(N n2> I ~I(%Y = wh’, n2), for all m, < N < n,‘, 

and as Y(n) is convex in [U(n) - e(F)], it follows that (3.1) and (3.2) both hold. 
Hence, the lemma follows from (3.10), (3.1 l), and Lemma 3.1. 

Let us denote by 

c(n) = [I6 Trace(A-11’(n))]-1/2, (3.12) 
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so that by (1.6) and (2.4), c(n) is 1 in each argument of n, and 

c(n)-+ co as I$n2nk-+ Co. 
(3.13) 

Hence, from (3.9) and (3.12), we have for every h > 0, n >, m, 

P{sup sup(&‘AQ-‘I2 ] [‘[U(N) - O(F)]] > h/c(n)} < k2, 
N>n G#O 

(3.14) 

so that by (3.13) and (3.14) 

~+$(e’Ad)-~‘~ ] &‘[U(N) - e(F)]] -+ 0 a.s. as n + 00. (3.15) 

THEOREM 3.3. For n 3 v and A, satisfying (2.5), when E[Q(...)] < co, 
l<i<t, 

nl en(v) - r(n)1 -+ 0 a.s. us v+co. (3.16) 

Proof. By virtue of (2.Q (2.6), (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12), it suffices to show 
that for every i, j = I,..., t, as vr -+ CO, v2 --f co, 

S,,,(l, 0) = tij(l, 0; F) and &,“(O, 1) = Lj(O, 1; F). (3 17) 

Ford = (4 , d,)’ and n = (1~~ , n2)‘, we define 

X +&g,, , 1 d j < mkj , k = 1, 3, 

where the summation extends over all possible 1 < akl < ... < aRnzgi < nk , 

1 < flkl < *‘- < ,%m L, < nk , k = 1, 2 with the restriction that CQ = blcj for 
j = l,..., dk , k = 1,2, while the remaining mki - drc of the olk;s are different 
from the remaining mkj - dk of the /Iki)s, for k = 1, 2 and d 3 0. Then, by 
(2.Q (2.10) d f an a ew routine steps, it follows that 

S,,,(l, 0) = U&, 0; v) - U,(O, 0; v) + C* a(d, v) U,,(d; v), (3.19) 

where the summation C* extends over permissible values of d >, 0, and where 
the a(d, v) are all O(n-l). By (3.15), as v --f co, 

U,(l, 0; v) = &(l, 0; F) + f?,(F) 0,(F), U,(O, v) -=+ 8,(F) e,(F), (3.20) 
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and for each d 2 0, lJir(d, v) +il*s* EU,,(d, v) as v ---f 00, where E[qSi4(.-.)] < co 
(i = l,..., t) imply that [EU$(d, ~)]s < E[&“] E[$j4] < co. Consequently, 
1 EU,(d, v)\ < 00 for all d 3 0, and hence, by (3.19) and (3.20), as v--t eo, 
Sdj,(l, 0; v) -+ cu( 1, 0; F) a.s. A similar case follows with Sij,,(O, 1; v), and 
hence, the proof of the theorem is complete. 

Let us now assume that Ij I’,, jj (defined by (2.6)) assumes a unique minimum at 
the point h*. By (2.6) and the fact that h-l (and (1 - h)-l) go to CZ) as h -+ 0 
(and -+ I), we may assume without any loss of generality that 

h*E[&, 1 -X,] where 0 < X, < 4. (3.21) 

THEOREM 3.4. If E+t < co, i = 1,. . ., t and A* is unique, then under (2.21), 
Zs*(An) attains a global minimum either at a unique point &,S or at mult$le points 
all convergitag to a common A,, , a.s., as n --f co. Moreover, in either case, for 
every c’ > 0, 

P(q:,[( A,, - A* I > 4) -+ 0 as n-+m. (3.22) 

Proof. By (2.12) and the definition of 2,*(&J, s 3 1, it suffices to show that 
as v -+ co, 11 nfiJv)jl attains (a.s.) a unique infimum (over 0 < h < 1) at A, = h,, 
where fi,, -+ A* a.s., as v -+ eo. Let r = (r]. ,..., rt) (where rj = 0, 1, for 
j = l,..., t) and let A(v, r) be the determinant of the matrix (of order t x t) 

whose &th column has the elements mrim,&,,(l, 0), 1 < i < t, if re = 0, and 
m2im2cSii,V(0, l), 1 < i E$ t, if ye = 1, for e = I,..., t. Then 

&a ; v) = jj npn(v)ll = C A~t+zk-l’r(l - AJci=lTe A(v, r) (3.23) 
(I) 

On replacing SijSY( 1,O) and &JO, 1) by &( 1,O; F) and &(O, 1; F), respectively, 
we define analogously the determinants A*(r), so that 

(3.24) 

Now, by Theorem 3.3, as v -+ co, 

A(v, r) S A*(r) for every r: re = 0, 1, 1 < 8 < t. (3.25) 

Moreover, for &, Q An & 1 - X, , both A;’ and (1 - h,)-l are < &’ < a, 
so that by (3.23), (3.24), and (3.25), 

a-s. as v -+ * (3.26) 
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Note that g(h,) [or #(A,; v)] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree t in 

by, (1 - wll, so that it has at most (t + 1) extrema within the interval 
[& , 1 - &I,]. Since A*(l) and A*(O) are both positive, y’(A,,) is negative as 
X, ---f 0 and positive as h, -+ 1, so that the existence of at least one minimum is 
insured; the number of minima (t*) is bounded by [(t + 2)/2]. By the assumed 
uniqueness of h*, we have the following: if hd*, d = l,..., t*, be the points at 
which p(A,J attains local minima, then there exists a l > 0, such that 
II rAd$ (I > II I’,* I( + E, for all X,* # h*, and 

]A,* - A* 1 > c > 0 for every d: A,* # A*. (3.27) 

Moreover, 11 rh 11 is a continuous function of h E (0, l), so that for A E [X* - E, 
h* + ~1, f(h) is monotonically decreasing in [h* - E, X*) and monotonically 
increasing in (X*, )I* + ~1. Consequently, within [h* - E, h*],8-l exists and is 
continuous, and similarly for [A*, X* + 61. Also, by (3.23) and (3.25), we 
conclude that 9(X, , v) has also at most [(t + 2)/2] minima within [ho , 1 - &,I, 
there being at least one (a.s.). Since the left-hand side of (3.26) can be bounded 
(as.) by e/2, E > 0, for v > [n,(~)]l, we have as v + co, 

and if h*(v) be any point wherep(&; v) attains a global minimum, 

n,~~~,-A,~(hn y v> = ,&*M 4 3 g@*(v)) - 4 > ,p(h*) - 4 a.s., (3.29) 

as&> 2 g@*), f or all A. Consequently, by (3.26), (3.28) and (3.29), as v -+ co, 

&*) - E < f@*(v)) d &*) + E as., (3.30) 

for every root h*(v) for which 8@*(v)) is a global minimum. As such, by (3.27) 
and the discussions following it, we have(i) if h*(v) is unique then h*(v) -+ h* a.s., 
as v -+ w, and (ii) if there are multiple roots, all of these are (as.) close to a 
h*(v) and (3.22) holds. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 3.5. If I&#~(...) < cm, 1 <i<t,thenforeverye>OandT>O, 
there exist a 6 > 0 and an integer n,( =Q(E, T)), such that for v  >, In, , 

P{ max s~p(l’Al)-~/~ I /‘[U(n) - U(v)]1 > ~[(n~ + n2)/n&y2) < ?, 
lv-nl-=slnl &+I 

(3.31) 

where ( x 1 = max([ x1 1, 1 x2 I} and v  = (V 1, v2) sutis$es (2.5) with ni being 
replaced by vi , i = 1,2. 
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Proof. The proof follows along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.2. Here 
we note that 

wJ(Vl 2 4 - Wl , %Y I ~&a’>> = 0, 

WWl 3 4 - Wl’, 41 I V&l’)) = 0, 

for all v2’ > vz , 

for all VI’ > Vl . 

Also, by (1.6) and (2.6), for any pd A, we have under (2.5), 

1 [Tr(A-lI’(v)) - Tr(A-lr(v’))]/Tr(A-lI’(v))( < r2/16, 

whenever j] v - v’ 11 < S( > 0), 

where for every E > 0, we can choose 6( > 0) adequately small. The rest of 
the proof follows by using the Schwarz inequality [as in (3.10)] and Lemma 3.1. 
For brevity, the details are omitted. 

4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

By (1.8) and (2.6), we have 

fiifn, nI’(n, , F) = I’*(F) 

= Wwd~*) L(l, 0; F) + (msimtill - A*) MO, 1; F))), 

(4.1) 

where h*, defined before (3.21), is the (assumed) unique point where Ij rA I), 
defined by (2.6), assumes a unique minimum. Thus, 

i-5 n-l&) = (ii*, 1 - /I*). (4.2) 

Also, by Theorem 3.4, on defining v3. ,j > 1, as in (2.16), (2.18), etc., and noting 
that (2.21) holds, we have 

n-h,* -+ (A*, 1 - X*) a.s. aa n+co. (4.3) 

Then, (2.22) follows directly from (4.2) and (4.3). 
Since h* E [/\o , 1 - /\s] and the kernels are all square integrable by the 

asymptotic normality of generalized U-statistics (cf. [6, p. 66]), 

~(=1’21tJ(nJ - W>l) -+ 40, r*(F)), as R-+co, (4.4) 
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where I’*(F) is defined by (4.1) and is pd as 8(F) is assumed to be stationary of 
order zero. Since, by (2.22), for every 6 > 0, 

P(rll N - n, 1 > S} ---f 0, as n--+00, (4.5) 

the proof of (2.23) follows directly from (4.4), (4.5) Lemma 3.5 and the well- 
known Anscombe (1952) theorem. 

5. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We note that our estimators of &(l, 0; F) and &(O, 1; F) are based on the 
structural components VJfi(l, 0) and V,Cf$O, l), defined in (2.8) and (2.9). On 
the other hand, Yen [lo] considered unbiased estimators of these parameters 
which involve averages over all possible choice of mii + mlj - 1 of the X1, , 
a = l,..., vlandmai+majoftheX,,,ol= l,...,v,orm,,+m,,fromthev,and 
rnsi + rnzj - 1 from the va observations. As a result, her computation involves 
for large (vr , va) a number of terms of the order vml*+mlj+mzi+maj--l, whereas ours 
involve a number of terms of the order [~li+~2~ + ~~l~+~~5], so that considerable 
gain in computation time is expected by using our procedure. 

In the general case of c 3 2, we have analogous to (2.6), the covariance 
matrix I’& given by 

(( i &‘mkimkjSij(Sk ; F) 
k-1 1) 

(5 1) 

where 6, has 1 in the K-th place and 0 elsewhere, 1 < iz < c, and h = (hr ,..., h,). 
Here (3.23) or (3.24) will be a homogeneous polynomial of degree t in X, ,..., h, 
where xi-r & = 1. Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 extend readily for h being 
replaced by h, so that the proof of Theorem 1 follows on parallel lines. However, 
from computational aspects, this will be naturally more laborious for c > 2. 

If we define the empirical dfFn,,k(x) as 

~nr.kb) = f1 [number of Xlci < x, i = l,..., nJ 

for K = 1 ,..., c, then another statistic that can be used to estimate 0,(F) is 
w%,J ,***> Fnc,,) where 

and the summation C’ extends over all 1 < aIci < nk , k = l,..., c;j = l,..,, mki 
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for i = I,..., t. A study of the asymptotic distribution theory of such functionals 
of the empirical df’s has been made by von Mises [5]. Since, whenever 

as II -+ 03 for (Y < 1, then it is possible to prove a result analogous to Theorem 1 
for this alternative type of estimator. 
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